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 Windows File Replication Service (WFS) was first introduced in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Vista. WFS provides
support for file-level backups and restores, allowing one-way replication of file-level data and properties to another device or

location. It also allows synchronization of file and folder versions between locations. In addition, it allows the establishment of a
backup agent running on a different host computer (where backups are performed) to replicate changes made to files and

folders on the server (where files and folders are located).  > [!NOTE] > WFS is included as part of Microsoft SQL Server
(MSSQL) and Microsoft Exchange Server and is not part of Windows Server. WFS can replicate the following object types: -

File objects - Microsoft Exchange Distributed Cache objects - Microsoft Exchange Server Mailbox objects - Microsoft
Exchange Server objects (On-Premises only) - Microsoft Exchange Server Public Folders (On-Premises only) - Microsoft
Exchange Server Public Folders objects (On-Premises only) - Microsoft Exchange Server System Database objects (On-

Premises only) **Note**  WFS is independent of SQL Server, Exchange, and SharePoint, so an instance of WFS will replicate
data from all of these data sources as long as the database and replication filters are set up correctly. If a data source is

unconfigured, WFS will replicate data from that source as long as the data is an object type that is capable of being replicated.
For more information, see [Configure replication filters](../../administration/database-engine/configure-replication-filters-

database-engine.md). **Note**  When WFS is configured for replication, the SQL Server, Exchange, and SharePoint databases
will all use WFS. WFS also can be used by all data sources for replication purposes when using [AppEventLog](../../reporting-

services/install-windows/configure-appeventlog-reporting-services.md) and [Content Source](../../reporting-services/install-
windows/configure-content-source-reporting-services.md). In SQL Server, you must explicitly configure WFS replication if you

want to use it in a Microsoft-hosted environment. If you are using another source, such as a Microsoft-host 82157476af
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